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13 ema below price?

I would like to run a scan when last day lower shadow is is above the last day 13 ema.

I created this one, but its not working, [type = stock] and [country = us] and[daily ema(60,daily volume) > 300000] and
[sma(10, close) > ema(30, close)]and [daily close > daily ema(30,daily close)]and [daily close > daily sma(200,daily
close)]and [weekly sma(10,weekly close) > weekly ema(30,weekly close)]and [ADX Line(10) > 30.0]and [close >= 1]
and [close<=10] and [daily close > daily ema(13,close)]

This returns me CFP, but if you see last day candlestick is crossing the 13ema, and I want to return me stocks in the

beginning of a trend. Using this same stock, On beginning of August it matches the scan I want. http://stockcharts.com
/h-sc/ui?s=CFP&p=D&b=5&g=0&id=p06948167952

13ema  ema  scan

If you want to find long set ups early, try this:

// substitute the stocks you like for sp500

[group is sp500]

// higher volume shows interest

and [volume > 1 day ago volume]

// optional - above average volume shows more buyer strength

and [volume > sma(65,volume)]

// close above open shows at least some buying strength - doesn't have to be up close

and [close > open]

// low below short term ma shows trade hasn't gotten away yet

and [low < sma(15,close)]

// short term trend is still down

and [sma(15,close) < 5 days ago sma(15,close)]

The reasoning is, if a high volume day in a short term down trend can close up, it must mean buyers are coming in,

and were able to buy up everything the sellers had to offer (otherwise, it couldn't close up). That increases the odds of
a bottom being nearby in either time or price.

However, this is a set up, not a signal, and it doesn't mean you take a position right away, because premature buying
is not unusual (that's what creates and a-b-c down pattern).

You might put a buy stop above a recent high, in case it pops, or more aggressively, if you can watch the stock, wait
for it to break a recent low and then put in a buy stop above that low, with a stop loss below the new low, so if the price

comes back you will pick it up. Let the sellers show they are done selling because they are allowing the buyers to
bring the price up to you.

The odds of this set up producing a decent trade are much better if the longer term trend is up (50 or 65 ema riaing). It
can work in down markets, too, but the odds are lower and the rallies shorter, so your positions should be way small if
you go for it at all.
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What if you write [daily low > daily ema(13,close)]

markd Congrats on the 7k K's.
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(Nov 10 '12 at 18:41)markd

I think that's the missing test Windsurf; good eye.

1

(Nov 13 '12 at 13:25)markd

Thanks, Windsurf. Never imagined it would happen. :)
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